BLACK AND GOLD CLUB
Donors who support FHSU with a gift of $250 to $499

Abundant Flow Water Systems
ACE Charitable Foundation
Stacey Addison
Mark Akagi
Albright Investment Company Inc
Bob and Jeannie Albright
All the Rage Studio
Dwight and Dereama Allenbaugh
Thomas and Glenna Alm
Terry and Connie Amerine
Steven Anderson and Marilyn McNeal
James and Joyce Anschutz
Darryl and Nancy Apel
Dustin and Wendy Armbruster
Jon and Lynette Armstrong
Leland and Victoria Arpin
Larry Ball
Walter Chambers and Julie Ballenger
Ted and Kathy Bannister
Sarah Bartel
Dale Bartos
Neil and Debbie Bass
Marcus and Kathy Bassett
John and Gloria Battin
Chas and Peggy Bauer
Ronald and Sarah Baxa
Bill and Donna Scott
Andrew and Paula Beck
Marvin and Marilea Beougher
John and Judith Bernasky
Jeff and Hayley Bieker
Bieker Insurance Agency Inc
Big D’s LLC
Sandy Billinger
Ivan and Betty Birrer
Bock Lakeside Farms Inc
The Boeing Company
Dennis and Virginia Boepple
David and Kimberly Bollig
Bowman Bowman Novick Inc
BP America Inc
Dan and Carol Bramhall
Monte and Gina Broeckelman
Jay Brown
Brown's Shoe Fit Company
Charles and Rose Brungardt
Buffalo Dunes Golf Course
Charles and Linda Burns
Lois Cain
Tim and Amanda Callahan
Canterbury Oral & Maxillofacial Surgery
Victor and Deborah Case
Dwight Case
Jerry and Ruth Casper
Larry and Margie Caspers
Jim Caton
J C Chapman
Chevron Phillips Chemical Company LP
Chinese Food Express
Richard Chrisinger
CK Lumber & Supply Company Inc
Jeff and Marjie Clarke
Brad and Becky Claycamp
Gerald and Allene Coffin
Chuck and Shirley Comeau
Dennis and Ellen Cooley
Copper Coin Inc
Charles and Kaye Cummings
Scott Darling
Greg and Gwen Daughetee
Mike and Janice Dealy
Rick and Stephanie Dechant
E Jay and Donalea Deines
Alan and Ruth Deines
Brian and Michelle DeWitt
Linda Dickey
Dallas Dobbs
Earl and Betty Donaldson
The Dow Chemical Company
Dr Norvan and Dorothy Harris Trust
Dustin and Jamie Dreher
Rich and Bobbi Dreiling
Joe and Brenda Dreiling
Todd and Darci Dreiling
Eugene and Flo Dreiling
Joel and Lyndsey Dugan
Ernie and Sheila Dumlao
Gary and Barbara Dunn
Edwards Farms Inc
Dan and Tina Elam
Ronald and Joan Ellermeier
Cindy Elliott
End Zone Sports
Donald Eulert
Greg Farley and Andree Brisson Farley
Farmers Bank & Trust NA
Steven and Kayla Fischer
Lynn Fisher
Randy Flax
Matt and Kimberly Fletcher
Sarah George and Richard Ford
Donald and Donna Foster
Chad and Stephanie Fowler
Ken and Sheila Frahm
Cheryl Frank
Gary Freeman
Freund Investment Inc
Max and Jil Galloway
Sheldon and Linda Ganstrom
Dan and Brenda Gaston
Kelli Geier
Gary and Lou Ann Geist
Winston and Kathy Georg
Ty Gillum
Gone Logo LTD
Dwight and Ronda Gooch
Gooch’s Foods
Larry Good
Ken and Diane Gottschalk
Allison Gough
Mike and Amy Gower
Delwin and Lorine Grau
Randy and Geralyn Graver
Stanley and Neva Griffin
Leo and Althea Groff
Kraig and Laure Gross
Gutch's Bar and Grille
Larry and Ardeth Hadley
Wade and Tara Hall
Troy and Mary Hallagin
Troy D Hallagin, DDS, PA
Darrell Hamlin and Shala Mills
Bob Hammke
Jacquelyn Hand
Margaret Haney
Jim Harlow
Cynthia Hartman
Arlie and Carol Haymond
Hays Community Assistance Center
Hays Optimist Club
Hays Promotional Fund
David Heil
Elaine Heinlein
Bob and Marilyn Helm
Joseph and Della Herrman
Herzogfest
Dustin and Robynn Hickert
Steven and Karen Hill
Tony and Becky Hobson
Karen Hoffman
Wilmetta Holland
Leigh and Lisa Hood
Shawn Hughes
Jim and Shelley Hunt
Intrust Bank Arena
Dwight and Barbara Ittner
Daron and Heather Jamison
Paul Jennison
Jerry and Kathryn Johnson
Doug and Terese Jones
Kansas Kids Wrestling
Don and Glennis Kaufman
Thomas and Teresa Kearney
Samuel and Beverly Keehn
Marcus and Tamra Kemper
Curt and Jennifer Kitson
John and Diana Klaus
Scott and Stephanie Knebel
Norwin Kohls
Monte Kopke
Gary and Margaret Kraisinger
Tom and Andrea Krauss
Kendall Krug and Katrina Hess
Kendall L Krug OD PA
Kathleen Kuchar
Keith and Connie Kuhn
Lana's Flower Co
Corlene Lange
Ronald and Deb Lawrenz
David and Andrea Leavitt
Lebsack Oil Production, Inc.
Wayne Lebsack
Alvin and Myrna LeCount
James and Patty Lee
Steven and Carey Lewis
Charlyn Lewis
Douglas Liesveld
Wayne and Noel Linder
Joey and Lori Linn
Kelly and Karen Locke
Bob and Bev Lowen
Daniel Luckert
M & G Farms
Maclaskey Oilfield Services Inc
Francis Mahoney
Tucker and Jill Mall
Joseph Mangano
Clay and Miranda Scanlon
Ann Marks
Marilyn Marshall
Paul and Clarice Maseberg
Larry and Connie Masters
Tony May
Gary and Nancy Maydew
Steve Mayo
Jason and Tami McClendon
Edie McCracken
Jeff and Elaine McDaniel
McDonald's of Russell
McDonald's of WaKeeney
Carolyn and Mark McGinn
Joe and Jennifer McLeland
Midwestern Pipeworks Inc
Denise Minet
Jerry and Pamela Minix
Jeffrey Moore
Clarence and Emeryl Morris
Gary and Kindra Mulch
Abram and Julie Nelson
Marvin and Jill Neville
Dale and Marsha Newell
Bob Nicholas
Greg Weisenborn and Charlene Nichols
Patrick and Kathie Nichols
Northwestern Printers, Inc.
Russ and Karen Norwood
Skip and Tonni Numrich
Jennifer O'Neill
Mark and Denise Orth
Rick and Joan Ostmeyer
Perry and Bonnie Owens
Brad and Elizabeth Parker
R J and Anita Passantino
Mr and Mrs Mitesh Patel
PEO Sisterhood BQ Chpt
PEO Sisterhood IH Ch
PepsiCo Inc Foundation
Elaine Peterman
Bob Pfeifer
Wilbert and Shirley Pfeifer
Kenneth and Carol Pitetti
Sandra Potter
Harry and Ellen Pratt
Edward and Nancy Proctor
Roger and Ruth Pruitt
Tanner and Kara Purdum
Radke Implement Inc.
Michael and Susan Ramage
Charley and Judith Rasp
Raytheon Company
B J and Christine Reed
Mac Reed
Donald Reif
Jerry and Colleen Renk
Claretta Richardson
Riddle's Jewelry
Kurt and Julie Rider
Charles and Denise Riedel
Cory Riggs
Gregory and Kristine Ritter
Brent and Jodi Rogers
James and Marilyn Rogers
Alvin Rohr
Judith Rohney
Marvin and Debra Roth
William and Deniece Roth
Robert Rous
Jerry and Diane Ruder
Thurlene Ruggels
Dan and Karla Sanneman
Mel and Jennifer Sauer
Jo Ann Schauvliege
Mrs Anne Scheck
Troy and Geralyn Schippers
Joe and Connie Schlageck
Jeremy and Tonya Schmeidler
Dave and Rita Schmidt
Terry Schonlaw
Richard and Patricia Schroder
Donald and Mary Schultz
Valery Schumacher
Robert and Judith Shaffstall
Tyler Sharp
Gary and Mary Ann Shorman
Showcase Jewelers Ltd
Brian Shriwise
Terry Siek
Marjorie Simons
Vincent Siren
Rick and Sharon Smalley
Gladys Smiley
R.J. and Beverlee Smiley
Dirk and Nancy Smith
Tye Smith
Smokin Co. BBQ
Larry and Nicki Soice
Sporting Kansas City
Joe Staab
Staabco Chemical Inc
Jim and Debbie Stelter
Brian and Stephanie Stindt
D Keith and Carolyn Stonehocker
Dean and Janet Stramel
George and Dee Dee Strecker
Darvin and Tammi Strutt
Ray Stutzman
Craig and Natanya Sutherland
Taco Shop Inc
Bruce and Germaine Taggart
Travis Taggart
Matt Taliaferro
Sung and Sue Tark
Albert and Roxy Tate
Rory and Barbara Terry
Tarent Tevis
Drew and Abbey Thomas
Earl and Shirley Thomason
Marshall Eidenberg and Tara Thorne Eidenberg
Thumbsup Creation
Greg Thyfault
Derrick and Heidi Tice
William and Rita Timmons
Toby Jugs
Trammart Inc
Steven Trimmer
Glenn and Janice Tucker
Duane and Lois Unger
Union Pacific Corporation
United Methodist Women
United Rentals
Rocky Vacek
Amy Van Horn
Ryan Vavricka
Vietnam Veterans of America
Loyal and Linda Vincent
Vitztum Commercial Flooring, Inc.
Lynn and Karen Vogler
Ladene Votruba
Waddell & Reed Financial Services, Inc.
Harry and Joyce Walker
Patricia Ward
Dustin and Emily Washburn
Harry and Sharlene Watts
Ramona Weigel
Jason and Lisa Weimer
Gladys Wellbrock
Wells Fargo Foundation
Werth Wealth Management, LLC
West Plains Transport Inc
Western Well Service
Charles and Bonnie Wetzel
Whiskey Creek Wood Fire Grill
Ronald and JoAnn Whitmer
Richard and Rosa Lee Whitmer
Jeff and Tina Wick
Thomas and Paula Wierman
Thomas and Tricha Wiese
Galen Wildeman
James Wilgers
Jack and Kimberly Williams
Kevin Williams
Danny and Melissa Windholz
WKRP Management LLC
Gregory and Sally Wright
Skip Yowell and Winnie Kingsbury
Rich and Marilyn Ziegler
Brett and Julie Zollinger